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No. 3. Vou. 1.] AUCKLAND, N.Z., SEPTEMBER 1, 1887, [2°52 xowmmux 
P.O. Box 296. 

Telephone 285, 

HOPKINS, HAYR AND CO. 
Proprietors and Publishers of Publishers of 

The AUSTRALASIAN BEE JOURNAL | The AUSTRALASIAN BEE MANUAL 
Manufacturers, Dealers, and Importers of all kinds of Apiarian Appliances. Importers and Breeders of ITALIAN QUEENS. Honey Tinned, Labelled, Packed, and Sold on Commission (see cireular on back cover). Estimates furnished of cost of fitting out any-sized Apiary, <ad their 

laying out undertaken. 

APIARIES ATTENDED TO AND KEPT IN ORDER 
BEESWAX BOUGHT AND SOLD ON COMMISSION, 

i mm Al TENT oC = OFFICE € STORE: LOWER QUEEN ST, AUCKLAND. 

As we are holding over the printing of our General Price List until the arrival 
of Goods on the way from England and America, we beg to submit a few lines in 
the meantime. The prices of all other bee appliances can be learned on application. 

re HIVES IN THE FLAT. Era d. 
A case of three Two-story Hives for extractor, with frames complete ... oa cae Cea) A case of three Two-story Hives for comb honey, with frames, section-boxes, and separators 

complete... Ee aes oy a na, ety sees ie Be Syme lig. Gi A case of three One and a-half Story Hives, with frames, sections, and separators complete... 1 10 0 A case of four One-story Hives, with frames complete ... a a a 29 oat gebeNO, 

SECTION BOXES IN FLAT. FRAMES IN FLAT. 
SMS). | ge icey a 1 Ib. Boxes, per set of 56 a 10 20 Narrow and Broad Frames per set of 

Case containing 20 sets &) BA L138 Ae ten or seven, respectively ... aa) a Omer yOo. 
| Cases containing 50 sets of either, per 
| set) oy ae, es cm Ree Ont. un) 

COMB FOUNDATION. 
Stout Foundation, per Ib... -.£0 2 3 | Thin Foundation, per Ibo > ... . £0 3 3 

WHOLESALE PRICHS ON AOS Eee a reas i 
Honey Extractors, Honey Tanks, Wax Extractors, Comb-foundation Machines, Dipping Boilers, Smokers, Honey Tins, Labels, Packing Cases, and every appliance needed in a well-appointed Apiary,
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ATES’ ELIABLE OEEDS rs =. 

CHOICE SEEDS FOR THE GARDEN AND FARM. 

VEGETABLE SEEDS, 6d per packet *SWEDE, YATES’ CHAMPION PURPLETOP *SWEDE, YATES" SELECT: GREENTOP 
FLOWER SEEDS (ordinary), 3d per packet *YELLOW ABERDEEN GREENTOP *YELLOW ABERDEEN PURPLETOP 

* The best strains in cultivation. Prices on application, ih FS, 
+RED CLOVER (English and American) {COW -GRASS (English and American) +WHITE FINEST (Dutch) +ALSYKE AND TIMOTHY 

+ New seeds now coming to hand. Cash prices and samples on application, 

YATES’ Reliable Vegetable Seeds may be procured from local agents in every township in the colony. 
Nore.—I guarantee none genuine unless in sealed packets bearing my name and address. pe 

ARTHUR YATES, Seedsman, Auckland, N.Z., 237 Sussex Street, Sydney, 
AND AT MANCHESTER, ENGLAND. 

ee 

THE ITALIAN BEE Bacnalt Bros. & Co. 
» COMPANY. | 

ee | MANUFACTURERS OF, HIVES, 

BEE FARM AT PARRAMATTA, > LAis 
In charge of W. ABRAM. 

APIARIAN APPLIANCES, 

OFFICE, 312 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY, 
N 

S. MAcDONNELL, Secretary. TIMBER MERCHANTS 

Mr W. Abram, Manager of this Company, served his time H A U R A KI S A WwW M I L ES 
under the late Dathe, the celebrated German naturalist, and, 
till his death lately, the greatest living authority on bee 
culture. | TURUA, THAMES, NEW ZEALAND. 
Before leaving his mother country, Mr Abram secured a 

number of splendid Italian Queens, which took prizes at | 
various Exhibitions in Europe. In addition, the Company, | 

through Messrs Newman, of Chicago (publishers of the | a ae 

American Bee Journal), had several colonies of specially- | 

selected Italian Bees sent from America. | Fi my Fasae 
Price Lists sent FREE on application, 

Under the skilled care of Mr Abram, the Company has 
established the finest strains of Italians. No hybrids nor 
black bees are kept. All queens are carefully tested in every eee 

case for their worker progeny, and when time allows, for 

their queen progeny. 

Price list: Bees, Hives, 1 CL Cay ted ica- % : 
tion. Mee uae ae 2 oes ae Gullo: N.B.-A few Foundation Machines on hand. 

C. C. BROWN M.B. — Special Value in Tea. 
CORNER OF 

PENNAL & CO; 
AUCKLAND. 

(Late oF Epsom), 

AUSTRIAN SUITE |7 Deal G Ga Vealers, Urocers, 
Consisting of Couch, Four Small Chairs, Lady’s Rocker and 

. Gents’ Folding or Rocking Chair, £5 5s. o 

Every description of FURNITURE and UPHOLSTERY work | AND 
kept in stock and made to order on short notice. | 

| PROVISION MERCHANTS, 

COUNTRY ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED. (Next Garrerr, Burcuer), t 

Remember the Address! | EDEN TERRACE, Auckland,
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The Australasian Bee Journal. Cditorial, 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY POC On Tena 

I. HOPKINS ag Me a aa +. Eprror, Ee i 

HOPKINS, HAYR & CO., SEPTEMBER. 
Proprietors and Publishers. Sprine is again with us, and the busy time for 

oo bees and beekeepers is fast approaching. Early 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION : spring forage has commenced to blossom, and 

Per Annum (in advance)... ss 8 breeding in healthy and strong colonies is now 
Peis om dey 0h REPL canon: increasing rapidly, the newly-emerged bees swell- 

Ail correspondence for publication and business communi- ing the population of the hives. The adyice given 
Ooo arsed tothe aitor FO: Hox 00 Auckland, | 1.1, mont Wi ave eastoon emmeer tileatia amit 

——_——————— ———————— the hives, should beicaretullyattended to, bearing 
in mind that on the management of the apiary 

Contents. during the next two months depends in a very 
MaNyL ae ms <i sails: smith ay... great measure the swecess or otherwisewof the 

_ EDITORIAL— season’s operations. Do not neglect the treatment 
| Seasonable Operations—September... .. 385 for foul brood where the disease exists, for this is 

Lecture on the Value of Honey as Food and the best time of the year to deal with it. Mr. 
be Herman Naveau speaks very highly of the corrosive 

Medicine a ues 260 i 37 é : ao 
£ sublimate remedy, published in the first number of 

Bees and Beekeeping ike et 1 89 this journal, having tried it with success himself. 
Honey and Wax Imported into United King- Queen-rearing, or rather preparations for it, 

dom ... es Bes i .. 89 should commence early this month, by stimulating 

Beekeeping in South Australia, by A. E. Bonney 40 Such colonies as may be chosen for the purpose, 
Depsts in Li T by T. J. Mul ‘A and, if necessary, strengthening them with frames 

oney, Depots in BT eer Sale of emerging broods from other colonies. A clean 
Beekeepers’ Associations, by O. Poole ... - 43 empty drone-comb should be suspended in the 
CORRESPONDENCE— centre of the colony intended to raise drones, about 

Mis Oucenain One Hie ¥3) 5 43 the middle of the month, and at the end or begin- 
i ning of next month, hang a frame of nearly new 

ithe Honey Market ea Hs - 44 \Vorker-comb in the centre of the one to raise 
Bee Notes from Victoria... os +» 44 queens, keeping the hives snug and warm and well 

QUERIES AND REPLIES— supplied with food. is. oroere : 
eae Beebe ad ans op: eae Sow honey plant seeds, finish planting, and 

make everything tidy about the hives. Prepare 
Does the Nectar of Flowers undergo any all the hives and appliances required for next 

change before being stored in the Combs 45 geason’s use, and send in orders for material 
Extracts from Gravenhorst’s Journal... 1. 45 needed without delay. 
Binks Bees or sTacria nia: “and! theim Medicinal Transferring should be undertaken at the latter 

i 4g Part of the month if the weather is favourable ; if 
[pees Sif. eZ ae. i not, let it stand over till the first favourable 

SMI WIT OMT eds itn ban. hee opportunity. 

TO OUR READERS. TRANSFERRING. 

Will those of our friends to whom the Journal Bees may be transferred from boxes to movable 
has been sent, and who require it continued, kindly comb-hives at any time during the summer months, 

let usknow? Those we do not hear from, we shall but if the boxes are.on hand and ready, it aa babter 
inedle dl eit, Thi to do it in the spring before much honey is stored 

conclude do not require wt. lis does not of course in the combs. A lighted smoker, a long knife, for 
include those we have already heard from. cutting the combs from the sides of,the box hive,
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a tomahawk or hammer, an empty box, a hive out the combs. Now there is only the combs con- 
with frames, and some transferring wires will be taining worker brood that we need be anxious 
required, The latter, shown in onc of the following about saving, and these should be taken out as 
figs., should be made of fairly stout wire (No, 16), whole as possible. With the transferring board 
in the following manner :—Lay a frame flat ona placed on a bench or box, and a frame laid on it, 
bench and cut the wires an inch longer than the we can proceed to put the comb in the latter as 

outside depth of the frame. Make a straight hook they are cut from the box. None but perfectly 
at each end of the wires, so that they will grip the — straight pieces should be transferred. When the 
top and bottom bars. The number of wires . old combs are larger than the frames, they can be 
required will depend upon the amount of comb to cut so that by springing the frames open a little 
be transferred, but 30 to each hive will probably — the latter will go over and grip the combs securely, 

be as many as will be needed. Where several and they will not require any other fastening. 
hives have to be done, a transferring board made But where two or more pieces are required, they 
like the one shown in the next engraving will be will need fastening in the frames with the wires as 
found of great service, and worth the trouble of — shown in the next engraving. 
making, It should be made of 3in. strips one inch es ich Bhs cr taies Be 
wide, and nailed on the bearing 3in. apart, and The So ee eal 
the whole should be large enough to ee a frame eo 
on the strips above the bearing. The spaces be- Co 
tween the strips allow of the wires being fixed on c ot 
the lower side of the frame as it lies with the | 

Sal aoe MOAR osenumualsech waaay eeseees comb on the board. ee. . ye 

3 e ge PIECES OF COMBS TRANSFERRED TO FRAME. 

s a - ss ee \ Hang each frame in the hive as soon as finished, 

i Sv ) } and after all the brood has been transferred, with 
ee Same a frame of honey for food if neeessary, fill up the 

‘SCR ee ee hive with frames of foundation, and place it where 
SS the box-hive formerly stood. See that the frames 

TRANSFERRING BOARD. are in their right position, 3 inches apart with the 
Transferring should only be done in fine weather, _ brood in the centre, and the mat over the frames. 

and the best time of the day is when the bees are Now prop up the front of the hive a little, spread 
flying briskly. With the smoker well going, blow a @ cloth or sack in front, and gradually shake the 
few puffs of smoke into the entrance of the box, and driven bees out of the box near to the entrance ; 

after a minute or two turn it bottom up and place they will soon hasten inand if the queen be all 
it immediately at the back of where it previously ight they will begin to fasten the transferred 
stood, placing the empty box over it, mouth down- combs at once. ‘The hive can be set down after 
wards, so that there is free communication between the bulk of the bees are pat Tn a day or two the 
the lower and receiving boxes. Another empty wires can be removed. The spare pieces of comb 
box may be placed on the stand, to catch the bees cant be melted dnd cleaned for wax. 
as they return from the fields during the operation. Heppon’s Meruov.—If the Heddon plan be 
Tf the operator is at all timid, a cloth should be tied adopted it will be necessary to wait till near swarm- 

round the junction of the two boxes to prevent — ing time, and the weather should be tolerably warm. 

any getting out while driving is going on, though Prepare a hive by filling all the frames with found- 

there is but little risk of the bees stinging at such ation and after removing the box-hive place the 
atime. The bees and the queen are now to be former where it stood. Drive the queen with the 

driven from the old box into the one placed to majority of the bees into an empty box as in the for- 

receive them, where they will cluster like a natural — mer case, and shake them downatoncein front ofthe 

swarm. This is done by rapping on the sides of the new hive. Now set the box hive with its combs the 

lower box, which so frightens the bees that they right side up ona stand a few feet back from its for- i 

prepare to leaye it by filling themselves with honey. | merplacewith its entrance turned in the opposite di- 

After the rapping has continued for some little rection. In twenty-one days all the brood will have 

time, a loud humming will be set up, and the first hatched in the box-hive, and the young queen, if 
of the bees will begin to ascend. In from ten to there be one, will not have commenced to lay. 
twenty minutes, during which time the rapping The bees should now be driven as before, and they | 

should be continued, all, or nearly all the bees can either be hived with the former lot, after kill- 

will have clustered in the upper box, when it ing the queen, should there be one, or they can be 
should be lifted off and placed on the old stand in utilized for forming a new colony. The honey in 

place of the empty box temporarily put there. the old hive can be extracted and the combs 

Should it be chilly or there be any robber bees melted down. Should it be decided to make two 

about, the old box with its combs should be taken colonies when transferring by this plan, the old 

into a shed or room to be transferred. The edges  box-hive should be put on to an entirely new stand 

of the combs should first be freed from one side after the first drive. Care must be taken. that the — 
and end of the box with the knife, and these parts brood does not get chilled after the bees are driven 

be removed altogether, to give more room to take out. Thebox might be covered with sacks forawhile
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THE VALUE OF HONEY AS FOOD AND | first made use of it. Paleontologists tell us that the 
MEDICINE honey-bee made its appearance on earth long ages before 

F : man, and it is only rational to suppose that our 
NT eat ’ primitive ancestors, when leading a forest life, made 

A LECTURE on the above subject was given by Mr large use of its product. No doubt wild bee nests 
Isaac Hopkins, at the Auckland Industrial Exhibi- vee eee in shores crea of those eae Hines 

2 ere fe Mat eine 8 and when, in ages after, man had taken to a pastora 
ge eae Ce Tiubsdayelevemmie.|| AUgueb ale, ie. is diel eoaral on Wier wanderioge uet would eeal 
1887. The lecturer was listened to with great “shtain’ his supplies uf honey from the same sources. 

attention, and at the close a short discussion on But when, later on, he was compelled of necessity to 
the glucose question took place, when Mr Bell, depasture tis flocks and herds within limited areas, and 
Vice-president of the Association, urged the thereby settle down to agricultural pursuits, he would 

i See eae | find it more convenient to raise his supply of 
necessity of petitioning Government to stop the honey on his own land, and thus, no doubt, the 
importation of this article. He, with others, domestication and cultivation of the honey-bee first 
expressed a hope that the lecture would be commenced. In many parts of Asia vast numbers of 

published in pamphlet form. Mr Fraser, President peee ee te Ee day Boy ne) saine puaye 
f the Society, teok the chair, aud briely intro {oC Oe oe xy q > a honey is not so extensively vsed there as in former 

duced the lecturer, who said :-— times, it still holds « place of considerable importance 

Mr Cuaraman, Ladies and Gentlemen,—The subject ot for domestic uses. It will be asked, how honeys Care 
the paper I have the honour of introducing to your t lose the honoured position it formerly held? The 
notice this evening, viz., ‘* Honey as food and medicine,” 205 Wer 18, owing to the introduction of See Be a 
is one to which great attention was devoted in olden remembered, however, that cane-sugar and the sugar 
times. It has, however, through causes which I Of honey are vastly different, and that the ere tei 
shall point out, received but little consideration during DEVE! take the place of the latter in the qualities that 
the past 200 years, and it is my object to-night to show are fe gies pe atlasie in the human eystem, 
you that the subject is equa'ly worthy of our notice *% will presently explain. ’ 

to-day as it was to our ancestors in former times. I About 200 years ago the reduction in the cost of 
might say even more so, because honey can now be manufacturing cane-sugar had brought its market value 
obtained in a better condition and at a cheaper rate than below that of honey, and being a commodity far more 
at any former period of history. convenient to handle it quickiy came into general use, 

Honey, to the great majority o' us at the present time, and from that time the use of honey decreased. With 
is nothing more than so much saccharine matter gathered _ this falling off beekeeping in Europe peacoely declined, 
aad stored by bees; perhaps of some little value as tillat length much of the skill of the old bee masters, 
a simple relief in cases of sore-throat and to give to and many of the valuable preparations in which honey 
children occasionally, but for the latter purpore no formed the principal ingredient, were for the time lost. 
better than treacle or syrup. Of its nature and true — It is only of late years, through the researches of many 
value as food, and as a medicine for the prevention, eminent naturalists into the natural history, anatomy, 

alleviation, and cure of many morbid affections of the and physiology of the honey-bee, and devotion of time 
human body, mo:t of us know nothing. Were we as and study by sevcral persons to the invention of a more 
generally acquainted with this matter as our ancestors humane and scientific method of management of this 
the use of honey would be much more extensive indu-trious insect—men whose names will ever be con- 
than it is. We may learn from works of antiquity nected with advanced apiculture, that attention has 
how universal was its use as an article of food in ancient again been turned to beekeeping and the uses of honey. 
times, and from the fact of its being so frequently Now we can boast of knowledge in some respects far 
mentioned both in sacred and profane writings, as a in advance of our ancestors, and the industry promises 
type of things good and wholesome, we know how to reach a point far beyond anything they could have 
highly it must have been prized by the ancients. imagined even in their wildest dreams. 
Milk and honey was considered fit food for the pagan Nothing could have brought honey to the fore again but 
gods. ‘A land flowing with milk and honey” conv‘ yed cheapening its production, and the first great step in 
to the Eastern mind an earthly paradise, a 'and of this direction was made about the year 1850, when the 
abundance and delight. It seems hardly possible for movable comb-hive was invented. This opened the way 
us to realise the fact that honey once formed one of the for other inventions, and the honey-extractor, comb- 
principal articles of food cf man, yet such was the foundation, and many minor though valuable labour- 
ease. The extensive trade in honey carried on by saving apiarian appliances followed in due course. Bee- 
the Phenicians more than 3,000 years ago, and later keepers were vo Jonger working in the dark, the in- 
by the Greeks and other Eastern nations, b.side dustry was based upon scientific principles, and had 
many ,other circumstances mentioned by ancient his- in consequence made such progress by the year 1877 
torians, give evidence of its great value as an article as to fairly lay claim to rank as an important industry. 
of commerce in those days. We are told that the Great as thé progress must be considered from the 
chief agricultural and pastoral pursuits of the former date of the first important invention to 1877, it was 
people consisted in raising wheat, fruit, sheep, goats, comparatively nothing to that made since. Ten years 
and honey, from which they derived the principal ago the increased production of honey first began to 
pait of their sustenance and wealth. The capital of be appreciably noticed in America. _ Year by year, 
Greece, when sacked by the Goths (A.D. 396), is said since that time, improved apiculture has spread over 
to have been ‘‘at that time less famous for its various parts of the civilised world, and the gross annual 
schools of philosophy than for its trade in honey.” output of honey at the present time-has reached figures 
Indeed, so much was it prized by the ancient Greeks that would seem fabulous could I give them, Where 
that they taught “that health might be preserved it was usual to speak of afew pounds but a short time 
and life prolonged by the external use of oil and the ago, we now speak of hundredweights and tons Where 
internal use of honey.’ Rumilius Pollio, we are told, from 12 to 20lbs. was considered a good crop from one 
had excellent health and strength at the age of 1 hive a few years ago, we think it nothing very sur- 
years, and when asked by the Fmperor Augustus for prising now to get 200 lbs. With the facilities for 
the secret of his marvellous preservation, answered, raising large crops at a considerably reduced cost, 
““Interus melle; externus cleo” (internally through the price ot honey is nearer that of sugar to-day than 
honey ; externally th’ ough oil). ever it was before, notwithstanding the latter being 

The honey-bee and its products have been extolled ridiculously low. Moreover, honey is now placed before 
in all ages, and although the most ancient historical consumers as pure and free from all impurities as when 
mention of honey now extant dates back, I believe, stored by the bees. 
nearly 4000 years, this long period is probably but as The great problem to be solved in the bee- 
yesterday when compared with the time when man keeping world, however, is, where to find an outlet for
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the énormously increased production of honey, in other in the nectaries of flowers is not properly termed honey 

words, how are we to increase the demand. Ifthe great till it has entered the bee’s first stomach, or honey-sac, 

value of honey as food and for other purposes were as and been regurgitated and stored in the cells of the 

universal y ktiown and appreciated at the present time honey-comb. During the t me it is in the honey-sac the 

as it was before the introduction of sugar, there would nectar undergoes a chemical change, after which we get 

have beén no such problem to solve. But this is just it as honey. The composition of nectar varies con- 

where the difficulty comes in. The knowledge of the siderably in different plants, but all nectar appears to 

subject gradually died out among the masses from that contain more or less cane sugar. Professor Cook says :— 

time. “Nectar of flowers and honey are quite different. The 

_ | Probably there are some here to-night who _practi- former contains more water, is neutral instead of acid, 

cally are unacquainted with the taste of honey 5 Imyself and the sugars taken from the flowers are much modified 

had never to my knowledge tasted honey till I was near when in the alimentary canal of the bee when in transit 

30 years of age. The reason then why beekeepers in from flower to comb. Nectar consists of sucrose, or 

all’ parts of the world are just now complaining of the cane sugar, from 12 to 15 per cent., and mellose, or 

difficulty of finding a ready sale for all the honey they uncrystallisable sugar, 10 per cent. The remainder is 

can produce, is because enormous quantities have sud- mostly water, though there is always a small amount of 

denly been raised and the zreat mass of the people are yet nitrogenous material. In honey the cane sugar is largely 

ignorant of its worth. ‘The consumption is steadily in- changed to a substance chemically like glucose. The 

creasing, however, but not ut present in proportion to mellose seems also somewhat modified. There is a little 

the increased production ; the proportions are rrobably  mannite, probably the result of chemical change in 

as one to ten. 1 am satisfied that the time isapproaching the bee's stomach. The acid condition of honey is 

when honey will again assumea position in every house. plainly recognisable by the taste, as all lovers of honey 
hold as an article of daily consumption, when bread, know.” We find then nectar, leaving out the water, 

milk, and honey will form the chief food of children, and is largely composed of cane sugar which is conver'ed into 

when nature’s’ perfected sweet will take the place of the grape sugar while in the honey-sac of the bee, and this 
inferior compounds sold as jams and table syrups. The conversion is brought about by contact with a 

subject is now being well ventilated all over the civilized secretion from the salivary glands of the bee, in exactly 

world. Physicians, scientists, and other able men are the same manner as would happen were we to take a 

drawing attention to it, and it is only a question of time portion of nectar into our stomachs. In fact, it is merely 
when the demand for honey will be greater than any- the action that we term digestion to bring the cane sugar 

thing we can reasonably imagine at present. into a fit state for assimilation in the bee’s system. This 

I shall now proceed to treat upon naturally leads us to the next part of the subject — 

Tue Nature or Honey. Tue Vatuxr or Honey As Foon. 

While dealing with this part of the subject I shall quote , And as Mr Frank Cheshire remarks :—‘* So strikingly 
pancipaly Mr Otto Hehner, analyst to the British is nature one that we shall discover in the economy of 

eekeepers’ Association, for I believe there are very few bees the key to the matter.” 
persons, if any, who have given more attention to, or _ Before proceeding further, I may now remind you that, 
can speak with more authority upon the nature of in a general way, foods are devisable into two classes— 
beeswax and honey than he. He says: ‘‘ Essentially, those that build upand renew the tissues of the bodyin one 

honey consists of water and of sugar. Of the water I class, and those that supply them with force and heat in 

need say but little, except that I have found it to vary the other. All cugars, and such substances as starch, 

in quantity from 12 to 23 per 2ent., the normal propor- etc. that are converted into sugar in the process of diges- 

tion being from 18 to 21 per cent. When the per- tion, stand in the latter class. Even animal fat, that 

centage falls below 18, the honey is generally very hard forms such a valuable heat-producing food, can be traced 

and solid, when it is higher than 23 it is frequently back to the sugar and starch in plants, and therefore 

quite or almost clear. The clearness and transparency ™ay be considered as sugar in a somewhat concentrated 

of any given sample of honey does not depend, however, form Sugars and fat thea form our principal heat-pro- 
upon the quantity of water alone. ducing foods, but all, except the sugar of h-ney, must 

**Normal honey almost invariably gradually divides undergo a chemical change before they are prepared for 
into two portions, a crystalline, solid one, and a syrupy assimilation. On the other hand honey has been already 

one, devoid of the power of crystallising, and rather 5° prepared by the bees and therefore requires no effort 

sweeter than the solid portion. Chemically these two 0? the part of our digestive organs. It can be assimilated 

dissimilar fractions are identical in composition, both at once, and this places it at the very head of sugar foods, 
containing particles of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, 48 Mr Cheshire remarks. This gentleman, in a very able 

in the proportion of six, to twelve, to six. They are also lecture upon“ Honey as Food,” delivered before the 
identical in most of their chemical reactions . . . British Beekeepers Association, said :— 
but physically they possess very widely different. pro- “Tf starch is taken as food it needs to be changed into 

perties. The crystalline portion twists a ray of polarised SUSar, and a special, or rather two special, ferments are 

light from its ordinary straight path towards the provided within us to effect this change. The saliva 

right side, and is on that account called dewtrose; the during chewing begins to convert the starch into the 

non crystalline portion turns the polarised ray to the soluble sugar-form, and that sugar is the kind we find in 

left, and has received the name of /evulose. Of about honey In cane sugar (the sugar of the tea-table, what- 

equal quantities of these two kinds of sugar the great CVer its source) an alteration is also necessary, and it is 

bulk of honey is composed.” brought, by contact with the mouth, at once into the 

; I would call your attention particularly to this fact kind of sugar we have in honey ; the very kiad which, 

as I shall have occasion’ to refer to it again to show the by absorption, can be at once taken into the blood, and 

superiority of honey over all other saccharine substances do the work of yielding up its potential energy within 
as an article of food. us Mr Hehner, it will be recollected, pointed out that 

Without troubling you further with quotations of a bees largely convert cane sugar into grape sugar (honey 

technical character, I may state that honey is the only sugar) and so we see in honey we have completed for us 

saccharine substance in which the two sugars, dextrose those changes which are essential before sugar can 

and levulose, appear together without artificial prepa- be carried into our circulation. It is. worthy of 

ration by man, Cane sugar, when treated with acids, remark, that if cane sugar be (artificially) injected into 
will “yield these sugars in the same proportions as found the blood, it is immediately excreted as an intruder, 

in honey, but milk and starch sugars, and dextrine, whose injurious presence must be at once got rid of, but 

when treated in the same manner, are all *‘transfirmed that the injection of grape sugar (honey sugar) is not 
more or less completely into dextrose.” The sugar of followed by any such excretion,” This is direct evidence 

honey is technically known as grape sugar, of the value of honey as food ; in fact it seems to me that 

Nace wasn OH nothing could be more conclusive. Mr Cheshire further 

i c n PG remarks that :—‘‘ Honey contains food in a dissolved 
i We commonly speak of flowers or blossoms yialding state exactly prepared for assimilation at once, yet on 

honey; this is an error. The sweet liquids secrete this very account it should be associated* with some
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less easily absorbed material.” He recommends it to be for beekeeping with that of the mother country 
taken with bread. met TAG said he believed four pounds of honey could be From the foregoing we may learn how especially P yon : palunele oa ocd! Woney maaceebe: ta dandividadle qvith obtained here to one at home. Mr. Poole quoted 
impaited digestive powers. For growing children, an from the Australasian Bee Manual to show the 
eee pieceeel Ae te eel ely netereay epee: average amount of honey per hive that might be 
vation and maintenance of health. arch foods, suc! ei ante 
as bread and potatoes, when given to small children, ais eas See seo ale aunOn ay 
tax their digestive powers too much. For such, no food *GV!SeC beginners * adopt the Langstroth hive, 
could possibly be better than milk, honey, and alittle as he considered it in’ every way superior to the 
Be coe es equally cae be o the peer ordinary English hive. He then explained the 

count -giving properties. . Some one has ani oulati eine us ‘ E See Dy eptiyien torenicn circcn cli gust, Eat mi oe oe of a hive, _frames, smoker, honey. 
daily the most precious food of the ancients—milk and  ©Xtractor, and other appliances, all of which were 
honey. Crumble up a little white bread in a cup with shown as well as some diagrams illustrating the 
mote milk eng Boney: a ye moat pelt, the relation of bees to flowers, ete. Mr. Poole spoke 
most nourishing, an e most relishing breakfast.” f 73 ay enti 

ctaithaanlia es however, all the good properties of oe nee me bey m ve Son a ‘lyeus honey, we know that some people cannot take it without 224 explaine their worth to fruit-growers, saying / 
experiencing symptoms somewhat akin to poisoning I that all orchardists should keep bees to secure the 

pore pete yet seen this er oeieieny seen proper fertilisation of their fruit blossoms, even 
oug) now in many cases that the particular kin i i 

of honey has much to do with it. euch symptoms ee oe a ae ane Pere foe 
| rarely occur, but when they do, if the person affected Our gre rae eee ed his lecture amidst 

will begin with a very small quantity daily—say a applause by advising beekeepers to co-operate and 
teaspoonful—spread on bread, and gradually increase the form Beekeepers’ Associations, and to give their 
dose, no disagreeable effects will follow. No doubt a local bee journal their hearty support. 
paren with a sluggish liver could not take much The Chai loved tr 
joney without feeling bad effects, as much of the pea akan er oped the lecture and REO. 

transformation from sugar to heat and power is posed a vote of thanks to the lecturer, which was 
peo by ie organ, He aats Mr ene accorded by acclamation. 
again, he says:—‘‘ Sugars, as absorbed, are carried to 7 ; ‘i x: Sarat - 

the liver by the portal vein, and there they are quietly 1 a ee Satan al aca 
transformed into the rest condition (glycogen) and cure eer ey 
sored) ann eee vaedsy as occasion demands, again a Es 
liberated to pass, in the form of grape sugar, into the 3 
Pooucunrene for oxidation and Beuureice 8 heat. If HONEY AND WAX IMPORTED INTO 
mucl oney be suddenly taken alone, it passes so THE UNIT M 
immediately into the circulation that the ‘eepeorniig w ste aan eee et 
power of the liver is insufficient and the over-burdened ee 
organ becomes gorged, the circulation is overcharged ig an 

pain sugar, ea nausea is the result; but if the honey WE learn from the British Bee Jowrnal that the 
@ associated with say bread, the former is, durin; 2 ; 4 ‘ < ‘ PUCMineNiuesecitlly (utangledtmith ihe ceases Aa value of honey imported into the United Kingdom 

Ee ees and is only set free in the for the three years ending December, 1886, 
stomach as the dissolving processes of digestion take  , 98.847 i i 
place. Its slow liberation permits the liver iB thoroughly Pa ad ue £120,847, /,, dhe quan Cha ea 
overtake ie ia, pay tee blood receives from time to ported during the three years ending December, 
time only those supplies which the demands of the g 8 . 
economy justify. Eyed and honey is, therefore, a com- 1880, was 4,768 tos) 15 wt, and ‘the-rvalue 

pinaton aiich the ce Booey cea £352,208. Last year the quantity imported was 
found it was impossible, without unduly prolongin, ith 39¢ 7 ic ing i 

the paper, to do more than touch upon the principal Bate ie ue : ate the ee OF ne ee 
of the various branches of the subject. I have, there- the average value of £75 per ton, amounted to 
fore, omitted a number of recipes I could have furnished £80,808. 

ESE ee eerie of different dishes in which honey Tt is curious to note how little is the quantity of 
ey ee Coca PARES wax exported to the United Kingdom from 

(To be continued. ) Australasia. In 1885, out of £149,253 worth we 
tt only contributed to the value of £5,367, and in 

BEES AND BEEKEEPING. 1886 about £1,250 worth out of £80,808. The 
value of honey imported into the United Kingdom 

% during March last a 
On the evening of July 21st last, Mr. Obed Poole, Dae aie pean ae 

the veteran English beekeeper, delivered a very Tux JournaL.—We carefully mail the Journal to al] 
interesting and instructive lecture on the above subscribers on day of publication ; but should any mis- 
subject to an appreciative audience at the Auck- carry we will at once replace them if notified before the 

land Industrial Exhibition Rooms, Mr. John ‘ition is exhausted. 
| Lamb, Vice-President of the Industrial Association, Premiums ror New Svuescrrpers.—In order to en- 

fn the chair. courage our friends to do all they can to increase our 

Mr. Poole, after a few introductory remarks Comma ae a e a Stace ee por che , 3 5 he following offers :—To any person 
as the Chairman, commenced by speaking of the sending us the names of ine new annual ieee 
utility of, and pleasure to be derived from keeping together with their subscriptions we will forward. a 
bees on the modern system. He next spoke of packet of each of the honey plant seeds advertised ; for 
the progress apiculture had made in England, pene ee eed an a oe. ae 

. 2 Australasian Bee Manual, post free. Names may be sen 
America, and Australasia during , the last fow in as they are procured, and will be credited to the 

years, and comparing New Zealand’s adaptability sender. sf
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BEEKEEPING IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. they had imported from Messrs Bagnall Bros., of 
es Tarua, Thames, New Zealand. , 

By A. E. Bonney. In a convenient place at the back of the hives 
—— was a substantial weatherboard building, 30 feet by 

MESSKS. COLEMAN AND MAY’S “FAIRFIELD” 13 feet, which contained an extracting-room and a 
APIARY. store-room for honey. The peculiarity about this 

Ar the Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, building was that it was perfectly ant-proof, and 
there are several exhibits of hives and beekeeping had been made so by raising the floor two feet 
appliances, and one very nicely-arranged case of above the ground, and surrounding the supporting 

honey. This honey is exhibited by Messrs Coleman posts with zinc troughs filled with water. The 
and May, and it is undoubtedly the largest and best troughs on the posts which came under the,centre 
display ever made in this colony. The number of of the building were filled by tubes passing through 
persons who daily inspect this exhibit is ample the floor. In the store-room were twelve tin tanks, 
proof of the interest taken in it, not only by bee- each holding 800Ibs of honey, and two others hold- 
keepers, but also by the ordinary visitors to the ing 4501bs. The first day’s extracting had nearly 
exhibition,. The sections of comb-honey are filled two of the larger tanks, but it was expected 
simply perfect, and I do not think they could be that in the height of the season, about three tanks 
surpassed in any part of the world. A practical full would be a fair day’s work. Formerly most of 
beekeeper would know at a glance that such the crop was taken in section boxes, but this last 
beautiful white sections could only be produced by season nearly all the hives were arranged for 
black bees, and during a strong flow of honey. extracting. Two-story hives are used with ten 
Readers of the British Bee Journal will perhaps frames in the lower and nine frames in the upper 
remember that Mr Cowan, the editor of that paper, story. The object .of spreading the frames in this 
in referring to \.essrs Coleman and May’s exhibit way in the top story, is to get the bees to build 
of comb-honey at the Colonial and Indian Exhibi- their combs out beyond the width of the bars of 
tion, stated that he had never seen better filled the frames, and thus simplify the operation of 
sections at any show, and that if the honey tasted uncapping the cells. When ready for extracting, 
as nice as it looked, the Australian would be likely the combs are carried from the hives to the extract- 
to prove a formidable rival to the English bee- ing-house in a special case fitted into a wheel- 
keeper. In South Australia this firm’s honey has barrow, and then passed through a trap-door to the 
always taken first prize wherever it has been uncapper. In uncapping, two knives are used, 
exhibited, Last summer, when on a visit to the which are kept hot by dipping them alternately in 
Fairfield apiary, I took notes of what was shown to a vessel of water heated by a small lamp. The 
me, and am therefore able to give a description of honey from the extractor passes through strainers 
this bee farm, which I trust will prove of interest into the tanks, which have treacle-gates fitted to 

to the readers of the Australasian Bee Journal. them for convenience of filling the tins and jars. , 
The Fairfield apiary is about one mile from Mount Several different styles and sizes of packages are 
Barker, and thirty-five miles by rail from Adelaide, used for shipping honey to a distance, but the 

in one of the most fertile districts of South favourite style appears to be a case containing 
Australia, It is situated in the midst of a large two square tins, each holding 601bs. 
garden on sloping ground, and I was much In summer time, working inside a building of 
impressed with the beauty of the scene when any kind is very oppressive unless ample ventila- 
approaching from the carriage drive. The long tion is provided, and in designing their extracting- 
rows of neatly-painted hives, surrounded by the house, Messrs Coleman and May have been careful 

various shades of green of the cultivated plants, to insert large windows on each side. These are 

looked very pretty against the more sombre colour covered with wire-cloth screens, so that bees 
of the forest trees on the hill in the background, cannot enter when the windows are opened. 
At the time of my visit there were 300 hives in the As natural swarming is allowed at the Fairfield 
apiary, more than 200 of which were inhabited apiary, it often happens that quite a number of 

with bees, and the remainder were ready with swarms will come out on the same day. Each 

frames filled with comb-foundation for the swarms swarm, as soon as the bees have clustered, is 

that daily came out. The hives were the usual secured by enclosing it in a muslin bag. The 

Langstroth pattern, arranged about 5 feet apart in swarms are left bagged in this way until the cool 

crescent-shaped rows, and placed directly upon the of the evening, when they are put into hives con- 

ground. All hives were painted the same light taining wired frames filled with foundation. Mr 

colour, and in order to distinguish one from Coleman says that when this plan is adopted, a 

another, a piece of tin witha number painted upon swarm will very rarely leave after being hived. 

it, was suspended to the front of each hive. This Of course a number of young laying queens are 

is a much better method than painting the number always on hand ready to be introduced to any 

directly upon the hive. Large alighting-boards queenless hives. These queens are reared by 

were provided so that in hot weather there would  Alley’s method, and the little fertilising hives are 

be plenty of room for the multitude of fanners dotted about the garden under shady trees. The 

required to maintain the proper degree of tem- apiary was started entirely with black bees, and the 

perature. The hives had been made by several result was perfectly satisfactory. But three years ~ 

different manufacturers, but Messrs Coleman and ago an Italian queen was obtained just for the sake 

May preferred, and spoke very highly of those of experiment. The season was a very poor one,
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and no surplus honey was taken from 150 hives of year later, in the issues of the same Jowrnal for 

black bees, but’ the Italian colony gave 90lbs of June and July, 1884, I urged the necessity of 

honey in addition to several well-filled combs that developing the home market for honey “by a 

were removed and given to weak stocks. This proper co-operation between the producers,” 

was a convincing, proof of the superiority of the suggesting at the same time that “such co-operation 

Italians, and the apiary has since been Italianised. can be best brought about and guided to a success- 

Tn comparing the two races, it is found that the ful issue by means of such a body as the New 

blacks make the nicest-looking comb-honey, but Zealand Beekeepers’ Association ;’ and more 

that they are much more inclined to swarm and recently, in a series of articles on the “Home 

give a very poor return in bad seasons. Market for Honey” which appeared in the Vew 

The solar wax-extractor is one of the institutions Zealand Farmer (the last in the number for 

at this apiary, and has proved to be a most useful January of this year), I put forward pretty nearly 

appliance, but my attention was called to several all the views which I have formed on the subject 

defects in the construction of the machine, as concluding with the suggestion, among others, that 

usually made in South Australia. “in every large town (and especially in Auckland) 
Mr Coleman is a great advocate for using full a sort of general honey agency might be established 

sheets of comb-foundation, and consequently gets by some party possessing the confidence of the 
through a large quantity of this article during a  apiary proprietors, who should keep a honey 

season. He used to import it from America, but depdt in a convenient locality where the products 

now makes it on the premises. of the apiaries might be exposed for inspection and 
Tn this article I cannot give the quantities of for sale.” TI allude now to these former ex- 

honey obtained during each season at Fairfield, pressions of opinion in order to show that I am 
because I have not the actual figures by me, but nota new convert to such views, and that if T 
may say that the returns will compare favourably should, in the following remarks, be found to differ 
with any that I have yet seen published. With in some respects from others whose suggestions 
good natural honey resources and modern hives are entitled to the fullest consideration, it is only 
and appliances, it would be strange indeed if in minor (but as I believe still important) points 
success did not crown: the efforts of two such of detail, and not in general principles. 
skilled apiarists as Messrs Coleman and May. The desideratum of having a honey depét and 

Adelaide, South Australia. agency established in Auckland is now provided 

[It is very encouraging to know that we have oe ree ata ear Ge a most Palaea, 

such skilled and enterprising apiarists as Messrs ea sea oa a Nee ie Woes tee 
Coleman and May in our midst. Their skill and to ski a Re { a on aa * an a Lata 
carefulness in turning out such excellent samples op pee ah ae ae ue ya oo cag ae 
of honey will do much to encourage its use, and fia oe see a ae anh aoe ia a Ba 
give to the colonial article a good repute in other en er oF Ui ae wee ee Sh be 
countries. ‘We shall be. pleased to_publish the Tete inne eof suocens, Tn most 

ie eennon, me biinais Ee) of the views put forward by Mr. Poole in the 
Sa | as first, and by Mr. Kendall in the second number 

HONEY DEPOTS IN LARGE TOWNS. of this Jowrnal, [ must heartily concur ; but as the 
nae latter gentleman very properly remarks, the sub- 

By T. J. Mutvany. ject (that of working the market through a central 

Tur contents of the first two numbers of the agency) is a big one, and one upon which it is 
Australasian Bee Journal afford abundant evidence most desirable that every one interested should 

that the revival of a special organ for its interests  ©* ercise his judgment and say exactly what he 
has at once infused new life into the honey thinks. TI shall therefore offer a few remarks, as 
industry of these colonies. The first-fruits of a short as possible, upon a few points in which my 

free interchange of views between the leading ideas appear to differ somewhat from those of 
beekeepers are to be found in the strong expression others, although I hope it will be found, upon fully 
of the conviction which has forced itself upon the threshing the matter, that the difference is more 
minds of all, that the only chance of placing the apparent than real. 
industry upon a solid basis lies in the exercise of First, as to “the middleman.” Although fully 
an intelligent co-operation between the producers, sharing the feelings of Mr, Poole and 8.A.B. with 
with a view to placing their honey upon the respect to the monstrous disproportion of the 
market in such a manner as to secure a general prices paid by the consumer and those received by 
consumption, and consequently a regular demand the producer in the casesthey refer to, and knowing, 
for all that can be produced. For my own part I as I do, that it would be easy to multiply the 
have been always impressed with this view since I proofs of this evil as it now exists, yet I cannot go 
began to take any interest in the matter. In the the whole length of joining in the ery to “do away 
first number of the New Zealand and Austra- with the middle-man,” if by that expression it is 
lasian Bee Journal, in July, 1883, I tried to point meant that we should act quite independently of 
out “the benefit of united action on the part of the retail dealer. I scarcely think that Mr. Poole 
producers, not in a futile attempt to keep prices can mean that exactly, and rather suppose he 
above their natural level, but in the endeayour to refers to the intervention of auctioneers and whole- 
produce the best article at the lowest price ;’ a sale dealers between the producer and the retatler,
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as Mr. Kendall does in his last article. I think, labelling of extracted honey at the central depét. 
however, that there ought to be no doubt left on As far as this is proposed to be done by Messrs. 
the minds of the retail dealers or of the public in Hopkins, Hayr and Co., that is, in the case of 
general as to the principles upon which we propose small beekeepers producing only a few hundred 
to deal. I, for one, have always held that the »ounds of honey in the season, and which they now 
retail dealer is the proper and natural channel (in run intu the market in very imperfect condition 
large towns at least) through which the public and through the auction marts, so far, I look upon 
should always be able to obtain honey, just as it as a great boon to those small producers and to 
easily as they do sugar, butter, or any other the honey trade in general. I should, however, 
article of daily consumption ; that all growers and cousider it a great mistake to apply the principle 
retail storekeepers should not only keep a constant to the produce of regularly conducted apiaries. T 
supply of honey both in sections and in suitable hold it to be quite essential that the onus of 
packages for their customers, but also sell it by the responsibility for the proper grading and pure 
pound over the counter to all purchasers bringing quality of the honey offered to the public shall rest 
their own vessels to contain the extracted honey; with the apiary owner, who should in every case 
and that they are as fully entitled to a fair per- market his produce in the original packages, with 
centage of profits, such as.may be in accordance his own labels, for which he must offer a personal 
with the usages of trade, as the producer is to the guarantee. I consider that the proper place to 
prime cost, or the carrier to the cost of conveyance  obserye and fix the difference of grade, is the apiary 
from the apiary to the place of sale. I think it itself, and the proper time during the process of 
must be our endeavour, by every fair means in our extracting and of filling the tins from the honey 
power, to induce the retail dealers to act in accord tanks; and I believe that every subsequent 
with us in thus working for the accomodation of manipulation of the honey, by melting and re- 
the public; and although, failing to receive such packing, no matter how carefully and conscien- 
support as we haye a right to expect from the re-  tiously done, must in some degree injure its flavour 
tailers, we may be forced to take extraordinary and condition. I could explain my reasons for 
steps in order to press our wares on the notice of these opinions more fully, but that I fear to be 
the public, there should be no appearance on our tedious, and shall therefore content myself with 
side of antagonism to the legitimate course of the referring to the article already quoted, which 
retail trade in any such measures we adopt for appeared in the January number of The Varmer, 
working through a general agency or honey depéts. and especially to the following passage which con- 
People who live within a reasonable distance of an tains my idea of what a town agency and depot 
apiary need not, of course, purchase through a re- for honey ought to be:—“Such an agency might 
tailer, but should send their own vessels to be be made use of by any number of apiaries. There 
filled directly out of the honey tank; and house- should bea large store or show-room in which the 
keepers who have once got into the habit of using products of each apiary might be displayed on 
honey regularly, and who are wise enough to layin separate stands, in the original packages, labelled 
a stock of 100Ibs. or so at a time, can also order with the proper label of the apiary according to 
their supply direct from any apiary they’ may the grade of quality, and the weight of the pack- 
select, or from the honey depdt, and thus enjoy the age (for all which’the apiary owner should hold 
advantage of the lowest price for large packages himself responsible), and marked with the selling 
and cash payments ; but the honey ought not, in price of each package. The price so marked should 
my opinion, to be retailed at the honey depdts at be the retail price at which such package ought 
any lower prices than the retail dealers in the same to be obtainable at any retail dealer’s. The whole- 
town should be able to sell at, including their sale price to be charged to dealers would of course 
moderate profit. be fixed by means of such discount from the retail 

Secondly, as regards a co-operative company, prices as may be considered reasonable and accord- 
like the British Honey Company, to purchase all ing to trade wages. In this way anyone might 
honey produced by its members, paying cash for select at such a depét single packages from any 
same, then selling it at a profit, and dividing the apiaries of which he might wish to make trial, and 
profit amongst its shareholders, I can only say, at the same prices as he should afterwards have to 
that would be a “consummation devoutly to be pay to any retail dealer, while the latter could give 
wished for.” But I fear that, however well the his orders through the agency for such goods as he 
plan may act ina place like London, with three wished to obtain from any of the apiaries, and at 
millions of inhabitants living as it were within a such wholesale prices as would enable him to sell 
ring fence, there is little chance of our seeing it at the fixed retail rates. The consumer could thus 
realised in a town like Auckland, or supported, as please himself as to the quality of the honey he 
it would require to be, by a body of beekeepers selects, and ascertain the proper price to be paid 
who have wot as yet proved themselves to be Strong tor it.” 
enough to support properly a bee journal, or a bee- Bayview Apiary, Katikati. 
keepers’ association of their own. We must there- (The particular object we have in view in 
fore confine our efforts to such a plan of operations — establishing a honey depot is to place convenient 
as we can see a prospect of carrying out success- means in the way of small beekeepers for getting 

fully. their honey put up in proper form at a reasonable 
' The third and last point I wish to refer to at cost, and so avoid sending it to the auction rooms. 
present is the proposed grading, tinning, and Tt would be unwise, as Mr, Mulvany remarks, on
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the part of proprietors of regularly established system itself, but in order to be enabled to raise 

apiaries, to send their honey away to be tinned. a better quality of honey for sale, and thus partici- 

That ought to be done before leaving the apiary. pate in the profits to be gained thereby. d 

A few samples should be put up in small clear The various manipulations have also proved of 

glass bottles to accompany the parcels sent to the the greatest: practical value to amateurs, who, have 

depot, and as each parcel would be sold according found that by these means more real information 

to sample, the proprietor must hold himself respon- could be gained than by days of reading. 

sible for the genuineness of the latter. We shall The beauty and hardiness of the Ligurian and 

publish in due course the details of the scheme we other foreign bees were also brought into more 

propose to follow; in the meantime we wish to prominent notice, and the advantage thereby 

have the honey depét question well discussed.—Ep.] gained by the introduction of new blood into the 
home apiary. 

Apiarian supplies, etc., became at once in greater 
BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATIONS. demand, and many persons were thus afforded ad- 

a ditional employment by their production. 
By O. Poon. But Ineed scarcely enumerate all the advantages 

‘As I briefly mentioned in my last, the publication attendant upon the establishment of this society, but 

of the British Bee Jowrnal was quickly followed I think the greatest oe the almost total abolition 
by the establishment of the British Beekeepers’ of the brimstone-pit. The human apiarian knows 

Association, with the twofold object of advocating well the value of condensed bees (1s 6d per Tb in 

the more humane and intelligent treatment of the England) for strengthening weak stocks and other 

honey-bee, and of bettering the condition of the Purposes, and most cottagers, even when they keep 
cottagers of the United Kingdom. their bees in straw skeps, are generally willing to 

These objects are carried out :—Ist, by holding part with them for a small sum, and thus save 

annual shows at which prizes are awarded for themselves the trouble of suffocating them, 

honey, hives, and appliances, and at which manipu- The establishment of such a society as this in 
lations with live bees take place in a specially- New Zealand, on the lines I have mentioned, would, 

constructed tent ; 2nd, by holding quarterly meet- Tam sure, do a similar amount of good here, and 
ings, at which papers are read by practical bee. 12 time of depression like the present, and more 

keepers, any members present being entitled to especially in a time of agricultural depression, we 

join in the discussions; 3rd, by the publication of cannot afford to pass by a single industry, and T 
diagrams, books, and papers relating to the ad- look on beekeeping, properly managed and carried 

vancement of bee-culture; 4th, by assisting county Ut, as one of the best and most profitable of the 

associations affiliated to it, by providing lectures any mmor Industries that have _been brought 

free of expense, by grants of medals for competition under the notice of the inhabitants of these colonies. 

at local shows, the use of its bee-tents, and the I trust that beekeepers will see these advantages, 

privilege of obtaining publications, by the central and that steps will shortly be taken to re-establish 
society, at a reduced cost; 5th, by assisting its the Beekeepers’ Association of New Zealand. 

members in finding a market for their honey; 6th, 9° ———=—=—=———— 

by the establishment of a library of books relating 
to beekeeping for the use of its members. : Correspondence. 

Membets ave euvitied to) a free, pass.to thé »\/\7= 7 om oO pT 

society’s annual show; 2, free admission to their TWO QUEENS IN ONE HIVE. 
bee-tents ; 3, a copy of the reports of meetings, and eT 
papers read, and discussions thereon " 4, purchase TO THE EDITOR OF THE AUSTRALASIAN BEE JOURNAL, 

at a reduced price all other publications of the Sm, ~The proverb, if such the following utterance may be 
society ; 5, the free use of the library. termed, — “There is no rule without an. exception,” is 

The society proved a great success, and the first anny cee & Brokeping Coenen ae 
show of honey, bees, and appliances ever held in tke cu (ease Se iss ne 2et ee a ear 

1 Ms Sy. . x he alert to discover their bees doing some extraordinary 

Great Britain took place, under its auspices, at the thing that old beemen would pronounce utterly beside all 
Crystal Palace, Sydenham, in September, 1874, | bee laws, and never known in the history of so precise an 

and excited so much attention that it was visited » sect, which for ages has strictly obeyed the law of its 
by thirty thousand persons during the first three being. ‘Well, is it not wonderful, only one mother bee or 

queen in each hive !” exclaims the uninitiated. Yes, 
days of the show. says the old beeman, ‘‘ never was known to exist, but for 

County associations affiliated with the parent afew minutes, more than one queen in a hive at the 

society soon sprang into existence, and local shows me time. The old aneen pamedizeely, falls eny 7o008 0 
of bees and appliances soon became common, and eee aneet aa S inpcading, tee Ce e,, 

t owing incident, however, fully sustains the im. 
are now yearly held in most towns throughout the pression that some modern beekeepers have found from 
kingdom. The value of these shows, both in an their experiences, that occasionally two queens will live 

educational and monetary point of view, cannot be amicably together, and continue maternal duties for a 
eucete elcot: onlwido they Torn jay pleasine tre: considerable time in co-operation, neither molesting the 

2 ) Yi ey, £0) pleasant re- other. During last season, or rather the early part of it, 
union. amongst beekeepers, but many persons who at Brisbane, I had occasion to go to one of my stocks over 
haye hitherto kept bees on. the old suffocation plan, . which, presided an imported queen, in order to obtain 

or merely as an omament for the garden, are in- «SN SES et a a coon at ha 
i es to take a. deeper interest in them, and adopt apparently been depositing in the galls. My imported 

». the humane. system, not ,only for the sake of, the _@ugens, are all clipped, a precaution I always take to
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prevent their taking flight, or the possibility of re- producers are doing, and then wonder that their product. 
impregnation, and that | may know them at any time. is not a staple. Until an improvement is made on this 
This queen I now beheld had complete wings, a beautiful head, consumers’ tastes cannot be educated, nor the sale 
queen, but altogether too lively for a two-year-old of honey increased. What is wanted here to place onr 
imported. Being in a hurry, and feeling satisfied that I industry on a firm basis is a depét in Auckland for the 
had lost my imported queen, without further ado I purchase, elassing, tinning, and disposing of honey. The 
replaced the coml with queen in the hive, and went advantages of such a depot are many and obyious. _Bee- 
to another imported queen for the required eges, I did keepers could send their honey to the depot in large 
not have occasion to open the hive containing the young vessels, which could be returned, and thus confidence 
usurper for two weeks. I did so then to ascertain how her _ would be established among producers that their expenses 
ladyship was shaping (remember when I first discovered in disposing of their honey would be deducted to a mini- 
this youthful interloper there was brood in all stages in mum. The production of honey would be greatly 
the cells). Well, just guess my surprise when [re-opened stimulated, which would increase the public wealth in 
the hive, on the second comb I lifted, there was my beau- accordance with the rate of profitable production. The 
tiful imported queen busily, quietly moving about, beekeeper selling his honey in bulk could afford to sell it 
renee, eggs in the empty cells. Of course this set one at such a low fixed iate that would enable the depot to 

a hunting, and on taking out the adjoining comb I was dispose of it at a price which would ensure it taking its 
gratified to see the young queen also quietly moving around place with other commodities of the same class. Were 
attending to maternal duties. I was half inclined tocon- such a depdt in good working order consumers could 
tinue the experiment, but not wishing to lose the always rely on getting the same flavoured honey, under 
imported queen, I thought it best to separate these the regular name adopted by the depot for that particular 
amicable rivals, lest by some means a quarrel might arise grade. The depot would be in a position to sell honey to 
upon some trifling household matter, and the younger _ better advantage than would the individual beekeeper. 
depose the elder. So I simply divided combs and bees And when there was a glut in the market, they could look 
between them. On examining them some time after they out for a profitable market elsewhere, The depét’s honey 
were both vigorous, producing fine bees and plenty of would soon become widely known, they would be able to 
them. The young queen and her colony I sold to goto guarantee its purity and quality, and a steady sale would 
Northern Queensland. The imported queen I packed — soon spring up. I have tried faintly to trace a few of the 
when I left Brisbane and brought her with me to advantages which I believe would accrue from the 
Melbourne, where I believe she now is. his isthe only establishment of a depét in Auckland. Any system of 
instance of the kind, that has occurred with me, where _ sale of honey by commission I believe would be a failure, 
two queens have for so long a time lived amicably together. as it has been tried without success by several local 
If we could raise a race of queens that would commence commission agents. A depdt to succeed must buy the 
to do so, what an immense amount of trouble it would honey from the producer, and then it would beina position 
save us. Hives would never be without brood. Had the — to deal with it to the best adyantage. If such a depdt 
same thing happened with other than an imported queen could not be started by a private firm, surely a company 
I should certainly have continued to experiment with could be formed, by beekeepers taking up say halt the 
them, and have made possibly some discoveries of im- shares, the other half to be subscribed by the general 
portance. public ? Or could not some enterprising firm combine 

CHAS. FULLWOOD. with beekeepers, they finding half the capital, the firm 
Melbourne, August, 1887. the other half, and thus carry on a depot to the advan- 
[It isa very unusual thing to find two queens living tage of both beekeepers, the depot, and CORE ere 

peaceably together in one colony, but several instances generally ?—I am, etc., G. A. G. 
of the kind were noted in America some two or three P.S.—The above was written about the 25th of June, 
re neo: In each case i i ag mother and daughter of before the publication of the first issue of the Bee Journal. 
the Italian variety. Mr A. J. Root sold several young ; 2 eee : i 
ued from a colony which reared another every dime ‘ i iN doubt vor ey oy Eipseeveniaey ae He 5 ‘i : é rs i‘ eekeepers could they dispose of their honey in bulk at 
laughter was removed. In the season of 1881-82 we were once as soon as raised, and should any such scheme considerably puzzled over a ease in which we found a be started whereby that end would be jsecured, we shall 

young laying queen in a colony immediately after it had v6 it heart ort. We. doubt very much, how- 
thrown off a swarm, the more so because the swarm was Buy’, tv OUR ean y eUpe ae i Y, ae ke x re hei ; oe ever, whether any private firm would care to undertake unexpected, there being no queen-cells in the hive at the  ‘ ao a Chase alDbehe honey that mameneree sent 
time. The mother was a dauzhter of an imported Italian,  @Y Present to tee Bee ate ua ae cae aS ; ‘thet in to them. It would require a considerable capital for We had no doubt afterwards aboutit beinga case of mother roti dite provide plant and storage noon. 
and daughter living together, but had it struck us at the Possible. caches 2 i hed F TRS ood come 
time we would have tried further experiments with that Obebly Something ete aee Cony ae ie ye I pondent suggests, if beekeepers were pares to find 

ceo a Gen ere hI. part of the capital and share in wy Biot ts aud ree 
‘a x We, in the meantime, are determined to do our best in 

THE HONEY MARKET. opening up the honey markets on the ae we Eeye 
‘wenn adopted, should we get the support of producers, and are 

0 PHB EDITOR OF THE AUSTRAUASTAN BEE JOURNAL realy to support: any worable aches propor’ that 
Sir,—In these letters I treat most of extracted honey may prove more suitable to beekeepers ; all we desire is 
as I believe it must ever be the main staple, for comb- that something shall be done to increase the demand for 
honey Reng so much more expensive and so liable to honey, and we don’t care how this is brought about so 
damage, when not carefully handled, must always be long as it is accomplished, —Ep. ] 
more or ee a luxury, and as ae its production may be 
easily overdone. Last month I dealt with the present a a TS 
bad state of the local honey market, the causes Cpeeane BEE NOTES FROM VICTORIA.—A CRITICISM. 
thereto, and what is required to improve it. I will now Pe Ah s 5\Se 
return to the subject. es goes without saying, that at 0 TEE (EDITOR 1CH THE AUSTRALAS EN pat io Uae 
present there is no fixed retail market price for honey in Srr,—The first wamber of the new bee journal has come 
Auckland ; while the wholesale market is quite demoral- to hand, and it deserves our hearty welcome. 
ised by unreserved auction sales and other causes The outward appearance is plain but inviting, and in 
combined. The present state of the markets cannot be style and contents it cannot be surpassed. Different 
wondered at when it is remembered that most of the people have different opinions. For my part I should 
extracted honey is simply labelled “pure honey” without not like to have the floor-board of a hive made of sand, 
anything to indicate from what source it was gathered for I frequently want to make a hive, floor-board and all. 
What would be thought of the fruit preserver should he Further, the slugs and wood lice are so troublesome with 
put up his jams (consisting of, say, quince, several us here during winter that, with the sand instead of the ~ 
varieties of plum, gooseberries, currants, etc.) in tins, all bottom-board, I think we would fare still worse. Ido 
of which he should merely label jam, without anything not like to find fault with any of the articles seat to you 
defining the variety. Yet this is just what our honey for publication, but I ask you the favour to criticise some
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of Mr Poole’s remarks. With all due regard to the use Nothing appears to answer so well as wire for 
Americans, I hold, “ Honour to whom honour is due.” strengthening combs, which we would recommend you to 
A great number of the present American population are use for the purpose. —Ep. 
Germans. The editor of the first American bee journal, ae 

Mr A, Wagner, was a countryman of mine (a Query.—Does the nectar of flowers undergo any change 
German), and the present editor of the same journal, Mr pefore being stored in the combs? In the Scientific 
Thomas Norvman, of Chicago, is of German parentage. American of August 12th, 1876, last paragraph 
Now, in regard to inventions, the inventor of the mov- page 103, is the following statement :—‘‘The  sac- 
able frame-hive was Dzierzon, in Carlsmarktin, Silesia, Charine secretion of flowers undoubtedly under- 
a German. The inventor of the honey-extractor, Von goes some change when in the stomach of the bee. 
Ruschka, was a German, and the engraved plates for irney made from clover, sugar and water, and from 
manufacturing artificial comb-foundation were first fruit juice, does not possess a flavour that would reveal 
exhibited in London (1862) by a German firm, from — the source from which it had been obtained. The taste, 
whom Mr G. Neighbour, 127 High Holborn, London, got however, is not'wholly independent of its source ; certain 
his first idea of constructing a foundation roller-machine. plants yield much more delicate honey than others. The 
The successful mating of queens with the desired drones honey of Mount Hymettus, of Narboune, and of Pontus, 
is alsoa German discovery. The candy food for bees, ll owe their exauisite and peculiar flavours to the plants 
containing salt, lime, carbon, and albumen, starch, ete, frequented by the bees.” IT cull this from an article in 
to strengthen weak colonies which have been affected the before mentioned journal entitled, ‘* Bees and their 
with foul brood, came to me from Germany first, where Institutions,” concerning which the editor says: - ‘‘ The 
it has been in use for more than eight years. following article is from the pen of a lady, Sophie B. 

Now, in regard to bee journals, according to Mr Herrick, who evidently understands her subject ; and it 
Grayenhorst’s last report, the number of them published js so well written that we forbear to alter or curtail it.” 

at the present time is 23, and he says he reads them — Now,sir,the query arises in my mind, Is it ‘‘undoubtedly ” 
every one. For myself, I am favoured with this double 4 fact that the nectar of flowers undergoes a change in 

adyantage, that I can not only read them in both — the bees’ stomach before it becomes honey? Or is honey 
languages, but also write, or translate, or deliver lectures, simply nectar of flowers gathered, stored, and ripened 
whichever is required. — " i in the hive by the bees? I have been looking up this 

By the way, if you lie, I will send my New Zealand matter, but cannot find evidence sufficient to settle the 
friends a sample of our Victorian honey, and then you will matter ‘‘ undoubtedly.” What are the facts of the case, 

see my way of putting it up for market. The Melbourne please ?_ I may state that this article extends over some 
price for honey is from 3d. to 4d. Of course this is eight and a half columns, and is profusely illustrated, and 
clean bush honey, but the extracted fetches no more yet. opens up what I think are a few debateable matters, —I 
In 1886, I sold my lb. tins of extracted honey to the am, ete.—Nucwran, Dunedin, July 13th, 1887. 
stores at 9s. per dozen; it was retailed at 1s. each. ectenies Se 
But since then so much honey came in from the bush Rupty.—By the results of scientific investigation we 
that the lb. tins hardly sell at any price. I sell them are right in saying it is “ undoubtedly a fact that 
now at 7s. 6d. per dozen, retail at 10d, each. So much nectar undergoes a change in the bees’ stomach before it 
for the present number. becomes honey. We could quote several authorities 

H. NAVEAU. ou the matter, but no doubt it ral be sufficient for 
fe ietoria, July. 7;.1887. our purpose to mention Mr F. Cheshire, and Mr Otto . 

ee EST eel k i Helnde, "Andi get to the British Beekeepers’ Associa- 
[We are certain that Mr Poole appreciates all that has tion, as having, after investigation, proved the cor- 

been done in (Germany and by Germans to advance  yectness of the statement. The sweet properties of 
apiculture, and in speaking of American beekeepers he nectar, in a large proportion of instances, are made up 
included those of all nationalities there. Were we of sugar, identical with that derived from cane or beet- 
acquainted with the German language we would at once — yoo, while the sugar of honey is similar to that of the 
become a subscriber to some of the German bee journals, — grape (Cheshire’s Bees and Beekeeping, vol. 1, pp: 263). for we know there is much to be learnt from them. By — ‘Phe “inversion ” of the sugar is brought about by the 
all means send us a sample of your honey. Weshallbe addition of a secretion from the salivary glands of the bee, 
glad of it. We have a number of samples of different situated in the thorax, the ducts from which extend to 
kinds, but none from Victoria, Ep. ] the upper portion of the tongue. Ina lecture on “The 

—————— | Ohemistry of the! Hive,’ delivered by Mr Otto Helmer, 
. 2 Se before the British Beekeepers’ Association, on October 

Queries and Replies, 17th, 1883, he said, ee touching upon the action of 
— saliva, in the digestive processes taking place in the 

Query. - Wood as a base for combs. ~Last year Isaw in bodies of animals, “An analogous change of a very 
England foundations worked on thin boards, fitted on to Simple nature convents the cane sugar of the flower in 
the top bar of a frame. Ostensibly it was for use in hives the body of the bee into the s mixture of levulose ‘and 
intended to be sold and trayel long distances by rail and dextrose, which forms the bulk of honey” (British Bee 
cart. Has it been tried for general use? Against the Journal, November 15th, 1883).—Ep. 
somewhat increased spent ofwax, andles mob i ————————————=_z_— ———xxkxx=zzz————EEEEEE 
frames in the Langstroth, would be set the great recu- mYyTP ACIMG W 1p 7 7 
larity of the comb, the safety in Cesena (the ibe EXTRACTS FROM GRAVENHORST’S 
netting could be dispensed with, I presume), and the JOURNAL. 
greater durability of the combs. - Miss Apost, Bay of —_—— 

i Plenty, July 8th, 1887. Iy the last number of the German Illustrated 
: Repry.—We gave “ wooden based foundation” a good — Bee Jowrnal, by Gravenhorst, are three items which 

trial some three years ago, and it proved a complete may be read with interest. I will therefore give 
_ failure with us. It was placed in the hives at a very y ae 1 ch gla : = 

favourable part of the season when the bees were at the them to uae English without a literal transla- 
"height of comb building, and though between sheets of tion. The first is, ‘“‘ How to Tame a very Vicious 

ey enon they pers nee vane aa Colony of Bees ;” the second, “ How to Counteract 
sheets were worked out and fille with honey without “3 EE } oe ns 
being touched, the most that was done to thet during Robbing; and the thie : How 0 a euraey pumas 
a month’s trial in strong colonies was a little patch here Which have become Crystallised in a storeroom 
and there, about the size of the palm of one’s hand, drawn during the Winter Months.”—Yours truly, F. 
out apa a quarter of an inch. Several beekeepers Navmav. ‘ 
reported success with it when it was first introduced in S, 2 3 i a di 
mugland, six years ago, but since 1882 it has not been dee ao moc when A friend from a distance 
mentioned in the British Bee Journal, so far aswe can Visited the apiary of Mr Gravenhorst, he met Miss 
find ; therefore we conclude that it has dropped out of | F. G, with a wheelbarrow, on which was a hive
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of bees upside down, and the young lady gave these _ the ordinary honey-bee, this wild bee has its largest lan- bees a ride around the yard. At this strange get rather more developed than that of the aorecte 
proceeding the stranger was at first surprised, bee. M. Guilmeth attempted, unsuccessfully, to domes- 
Duetcalmed down When Misé Fo told him theel ticate it in Tasmania. He caused some of these immense 

Iss fH. to! him the LO. trees to be felled, and secured the honey. The largest 
lowing :—“ An old beekeeper taught me years ago individual store of honey weighed as much as 11,000Lbs. 
that when I had a colony that was very troublesome _ [? Ed.] avoirdupois. _ f 

at manipulating, to remove the hive from its stand, The honey is described as a thick, homogeneous, some: 
tec eMbIVGR-the’ barred »publanenmoty lie what transparent, syrupy liquid, of a deep orange colour ; 

ie Soe mpty hive having an odour suggestive at once of its containing 
on the empty stand. Whilst I move on with eucalyptus principles; very soluble in water, in milk, 
my load on the barrow, all the old bees, and those a ae but es eee alcohol ; and ay 
on the wing, will r r} ; difficult of fermentation. 8 specific gravity is 144, an 
hr aan ng 2 ae ri fy be Cae hive en the it rotates the polarize ray 22°. In round numbers, 1,000 

: 1 will not molest me ; the others remaining parts contain 611 of invert sugar (mostly levulose), 2 of 
in the hive, from the shaking they get will fill ash, 215 of water, and 171 of active principles, in- 
themselves so with honey: that they do not sting.” caine eucalyptol, pur ene! terepene, cymol, and 
Thi an ae : : odorous, resinous, and colouring matter. Its taste is 
uy re ee ba oe one only, is would not do described as very pleasant. Administered to dogs to the 

ith a Langstroth hive to reverse the same. The amount of from 2hoz. to 50z. a day, it slows the heart’s 
second, about counteracting robbing, is in this action, and this effect soon becomes so pronounced as to 
way :—Whenever you notice that robbing is suggest, a Dr. Thomas Caraman’s oe io ome 
COTS aelay i « etween the pneumogastric nerve and the cardiac 

Feit ie re 8° ree ee a a _ rae een ganglia. At the facie tie the temperature falls about 
Z ‘asy of access to the bees and they will [?C° ‘The effects last for at least 24 hours, and include 

sooner take to the scattered honey than go to  aslight tendency to sleep, but without any symptom of 
the hive for it. This seems tome rather doubtful toxic depression. As the result of experiments upon 
to believe at first: it needs a trial. Now. the himself and his friends, Dr. Thomas Carne states 
Bieduaboue eeudaiig obeecaligedit inf : that on taking a tablespoonful of this honey in a little 

ae g crystallised honey In trames. tepid water or milk after a few minutes one perceives a 
The writer says -—“Take the frames out of the gentle agreeable warmth take possession of the whole per- 
storeroom and place them in the centre of a strong son. __At the end of an hour the elimination of the active 
colony for three days, and afterwards the honey principles by the air passage having begun, the voice be- 
Sco en acol casei oi heatanay “he Gk Ger comes clearer, and the breath perfumed ; the lungs feel 

aU easy, : ny Re 3 ermany. more elastic, more supple. Having continued the use of 
I do not think it would answer well in Australia. it for a week, four tablespoonsful laity, the author, who 
What do you say ? speaks of himself as respectably fleshy, found that he could 

The above advice seems to us very unsatisfactory 80 UP two pair of stairs two steps at a time, withoutstop- 
endcedine In the tren class. there apbeats to bea POS to take breath or feeling at all blown. At the same 

: F > © appears to De a time there was slight diuresis, with an increase of urea, 
great deal of unnecessary trouble in the method and the urine had a decided odour, suggestive of that of 
adopted for quieting bees. In the second place, the Acacia farnesiana (the plant from which the perfume 

the plan of exposing honey might draw off the Called ‘‘ new mown hay ” is made). ae bs 
majority of the robbers from the hives for the Besides his observations of the physiological action 
time, but would tend to make them renew the Of Oho nonosay ilo: Anh Eaves Ines ea atu 2 . @ : medicine. These data lead him to consider it a valuable 
attack with greater fierceness as soon as they had  aliment, an efficient and palatable substitute for cod 
got through with the exposed honey, besides liver oil, an anti-catarrhal, an agent affecting the heart 

tempting others to join the ranks of the robbers; 12 8 manner comparable to the action of digitalis, but 
md) in the, third place, the first thing the ’bées | {t2,from the: inconvenient properties of that drug, a a piace, ee! te febrifuge, an anti-parasitic, specially applicable to the 

themselves would do with the crystallised honey in destruction of the micro-organism of tubercular and 
the combs would be to extract it themselves if they scrofulous neoplasms, the Jeptothrix vaginalis, and 
were gathering any. If Mr Naveau will kindly °xyures; and finally, an anti-blennorrhagic, by virtue of 
translate extracts of practical value from Graben. 18 being more actively ‘eliminated by the uro-gonttal z 1» noe - mags tract than either copaiba or sandal oil. It is destined, 
horst's Journal for publication in this journal we he thinks, to play a great part in the treatment of laryn- 
shall be obliged.—Ep. ] geal, bronchial, peliionaeyy cardiac, and_ scrofulous 

a affections, in malarial and typhoid fevers, in whooping 
THE BLACK BEES OF TASMANIA, AND THEIR ough and influenza, and in renal, vesicle, and vaginal 

MEDICINAL HONEY. troubles. 
ere It may be said that Dr. Thomas Caraman holds up to 

In a recent communication to the Paris Academie de our view a somewhat rose-coloured picture ; but it must 
Medecine, which is published in the Progres Medical for be confessed that there is no inherent improbability in 
April 16, Dr. Thomas Caraman, of Forgesles-Eaux, re- the notion that an animal organism like that of the bee 
ported upon a matter which must be regarded as may be able to elaborate the medicinal principle of the 
among the most notable of the therapeutic novelties of eucalyptus in greater perfection than the art of phar- 
the day, being nothing less than the discovery of a sort of | macy can furnish them. Should his impressions be con- 
honey, possessing in a remarkable degree the medicinal firmed, however, the practical question at once comes uP 
properties of the Eucalyptus globulus, or of some species as to the extent to which commerce can supply us wit 
of eucalyptus. It seems that, about three years ago, a the genuine wild honey of Tasmania, and it is much to 
distinguished French naturalist, M. Guilmeth, who Was be feared that, in case of any considerable demand, we 
teareling in Tasmania, came suddenly wpon a‘grove of shall witness a repetition of what took place in connec- 
gigantic eucalyptus trees, from 260 to 390 feet high, and tion with the supply of Chian turpentine, and more 
with a trunk so large at the base that it took 40° of his recently that of alveloz, the substitution of products 
Kanakas, joining hands, to reach around one of them, more or less adulterated, if not wholly factitious. It 
High in these loity trees he discovered what he ‘at first Would be interesting to know to what particular species 
took to be enormous galls, but which he soon’ascertained of the genus eucalyptus the gigantic trees found by M.  — 
were the dwelling-places of swarms of small black, wild Guilmeth belong. Pathags the active principles of the 
bees, of a variety before unknown to him, Dr. Thomas ‘tree may yet be made available without the intervention 
Caraman proposes for this, bee, the provisional name of of the Apis'nigra mellifica.—New York Medical Journal. 
Apis nigra mellifica. Besides being black and Smaller than “Reprinted in Scienitifie“American, May 28,1887, page 337.
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Is. FOR NOTHING Is. 
To every BEEKEEPER in this province, beyond 10 mile’ | 26 QUEEN STREET, AUCKLAND 

of Auckland. fa. eee 

Cut this out, enclose a stamped coe ae eee DEALERS IN BEESWAX. i i eturn 4 
ee ea. : Bees Also, Exporters of Flax, Fungus, Timber, and Gum. 

This is to settle a dispute between Mr Hopkins and | 7 oO eee raat na 
myself, He says it pays to advertise : I say it does not. GUE ON NO. 107) [TELEPHONE No. 370. 

NOT AVAILABLE A SECOND TIME. W. AV F R [ EY H OTE L 

J M M°LAG HLAN QUEEN STREET (apsorntna Ramway Srarron) ° ° : 

AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND. DRAPER ae 

222 Q UEEN STREET The above Hotel is one of the largest in the City of 
CSS Te Spe cc Ec a a oer a RT a Auckland, and for the accommodation of families and 

IMPROVED ravellers is unsurpassed, 

HOT, COLD, AND SHOWER BATHS. 

T 1 Tram Terminus and Busses to all parts of the City and LANGSTROTH BEEHIVES, | sc. 
G. I. PANTER, Proprietor. 

SMOKERS, COMB-FOUNDATION, EXTRACTORS, ~~ ODLUM & SMITH i 

AND EVERY REQUISITE FOR THE APIARY. 

a Coppersmiths, Gasfitters 
T. G BRICKELL HOUSE and SHIP PLUMBERS. 

BATH STREET, DUNEDIN | 7/M, ZINC, and IRON-PLATE WORKERS. 

My patent device for reversing frames is easily fixed on SPECIAUGY 
frames already filled with comb. requires no alteration ot 5 , 
hives or frames, and gives universai satisfaction Having imported machinery for making all kinds ot 

HONEY and JAM TINS we are prepared to supply these 
‘oe articles at the LOWEST PRICE w any quantity 

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION. Took FIRST PRIZE at the Exhibition for Honey Tins 

a gash puyer on BEES as NEAR THE DOCK. 

Ne ae LOWER ALBERT STREET. 

KARANGAHAPE ROAD. AUCKLAND. 
eee A USTRALASIAN BEE MANUAL. 

Country Buyers of Spring Mattresses and Suites should see A few Copies of the above, slightly spotted on the covers, sf i otherwise in good order, free by post, 4s 9d each, or 4s when our prices and samples before purchasing elsewhere. sent with other goods.—Hopkins, Haak & Co. 
a — 

66 & A BEE JOURNAL? REPAIRS IN ALL BRANCHES. N.Z. 

Wirtelet 1 Wh Me as ah A few Copies of Vol. I. of the above Journal, bound in Conntry. Orders immediately attended to. Prige list sent | cloth, free by post, 45.; original price, 8s.—I. HopKrys, P.O. 
application, Box 296, Auckland... 

m
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Si SEED, GRAIN, AND PRODUCE MERCHANTS. 

JAKINS & SON, Customs Street, Auckland 
HAVE ALWAYS ON SALE OR TO ARRIVE— 

Oats, Short, do. Danish, do. White Tartarian, do. Black Tartarian, do. Dun Tartarian; Maize (White and 
Crushed), Wheats (Seed), Winter and Spring, do. Fowl, do. Milling; Barley (Feed and Seed), Grass Seeds and 
Clover of all descriptions, Bonedust (J1 Brand), Superphosphate and Guano, Onions, Butter, Bacon and Hams, 
Bran, Sh ris, Chiff, Potatoes (Derwents), do. Kidneys, do. every Seed Variety ; Flour (Wood’s), in sacks 100’s and 
50’s, do. Meek’s, in sacks 100’s and 50's, do. Kaiapoi Milling Company’s, in sacks 100’s and 50’s. 

i Appress: JAKINS & SON, AUCKLAND. 

ee Telephone 471.] [P.0. Box'87. 

eae Ri > 
Telephone No, 208; Be ees pelaprahty New- BRANSTCN s & LEE 

Way | Coppersmiths, Plumbers, Gasfitters, 
AC ce ern Repay: eee aM Seen One | 

¥ r Sale by t prsigned, embracing Fruit Trees and Plants Shelter aud Ornamental ‘Trees, Shrubs, | BRASSFOUNDERS, HYDRAULIC ENGIN SERGGLS 
Hedge Plants, Climbers, Bulbs, and plants of all kinds: 
Native Plants, Ferns, etc., for Home planting and for export 
in wardian cases; Plants for Bee Pasture, etc.. ete. on i 

Seep WAREHOUSE contaitis the best and most reliable ag = 
Seeds obtainable of all descriptions of Agricultural, Vege- : 
table, Flower, Bee, and Hedge Seeds, Seeds for Bee Pasture, | © corte | Pes > 
and all +undties and appliances for the reduction of insect GE PEN | 
pests, ete., ete. Seed Potatoes in very choice kinds, and all | E4 # Me Le 3 
other Garden Roots.—C. T. WREN, Mount Hobson Nursery | © = / Hp: Sareea Sa 
and Seed Warehouse, Remuera, Auckland, N.Z. < 3 / | Ii ef = F te 

OME. AT KG rere yl ite i, e eh 
3 2 3 : ) = 

fo Bs | Beatles ROR React g 
fait Fe s i ee 3 , © 

2 ae Gases xe i \ : Ses : 
wm iN) fee e ne x a Cll) foe <8: ee CS I ge oO. a hl 
ef ee Oe | a i | fice ee ee a 
3 oe a is ell iM oe wee 

poe sc 24 =| : eo 

(a en 2/2 Ne) ae 
Ee co a 
5 FT fH | CUSTOM STREET, 

Baas ies ° 
= 5 oe Next THE Dock, 

A ica’ s ction and eral favourite as th fatness eon production and general favourite as the A U Cc K fz A N D. 

HANDSOME YOUNG BIRDS FROM THE Se Wa A ee os Wee Se 

Finest American Strains, £3 per pair. 
Despatched on rece pt of P.0.0. F, STEPH ENS 

HGGS, £1 PER DOZEN. 

T. B. HILL, Auckland, N.Z. 
ee ae eee 

KIDD & WILDMAN Boot and Shoe Manufacturer 
, Fancy Stat Booksellers ¢ Fancy Stationers 

9 VAT Ml mn 

aa 136 QUEEN STREET 
ENGLISH, AMERICAN, and COLONIAL : 

PERIODICALS SUPPLIED. 

——0—— AUCKLAND, NEW “ZEALAND. 

COUNTRY (URDERS PROMPTLY. ATTENDED £02) ——— 
sou gee oe RINTED on Ge rome ee and Benth er OPN ry 

AND '0., 0 Lower jueen-street, uckland, 

sg Brert, of Auckland, at his Printisg Office, Shortland- 

VICTORIA ARCADE, AUCKLAND. street, Auckland, September, 1887. z
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